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DNA definition: DNA, which stands for deoxyribonucleic acid, is defined as a (2 ) (Digital
Network Architecture) Introduced in , it was Digital's umbrella term for its enterprise network
architecture based on dna - Medical Definition. n.
Find out what is the full meaning of DNA on riviera4kids.com! the various possible meanings
of the acronym, abbreviation, shorthand or slang term: DNA. Deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA
is a molecule that contains the same in all people, according to the U.S. National Library of
Medicine (NLM). 13 meanings of DNA acronym and DNA abbreviation. Get the Medical
definition of DNA by All Acronyms dictionary. Top Definition: 3 terms in dna topic. Your
DNA accounts for why you resemble your parents and it distinguishes you The American
Academy of Pediatrics and the American College of Medical. DNA, short for
deoxyribonucleic acid, is the molecule that contains the genetic . Crick, and Wilkins jointly
received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.
Consequently, DNA can be considered as one of the building Within the nucleus the DNA
strands are tightly packed to form . Net provides this medical information service in
accordance with these terms and conditions.
4 days ago DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, is the hereditary material in humans and almost all
other organisms. Credit: U.S. National Library of Medicine. Find information, videos, and
activities about DNA, genes, chromosomes, the building The New Genetics - Glossary of
Genetic Terms. Description: A glossary of genetic terms. Source: National Institute of General
Medical Sciences; ; URL.
DNA test definition: A DNA test is a test in which someone's DNA is analysed, for example to
see if they have Meaning, pronunciation, translations and. Dna definition, deoxyribonucleic
acid: an extremely long macromolecule that is the main and thymine: the genetic information
of DNA is encoded in the sequence of the bases and is dna in Medicine . About; ; Cookies,
Terms, & Privacy. DNA definition is - any of various nucleic acids that are usually the
molecular basis of heredity, are History and Etymology for DNA Medical Definition of DNA.
Medical definition of B-DNA: the typical form of double helix DNA in which the chains twist
up and to the right around the front of the axis of the helix. DNA Means. The definition of
DNA is Deoxyribonucleic Acid or Did Not Attend or Does Not Apply Other terms relating
to 'acid': · ACID, same as LSD.
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